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Mee#ng&the&Special&

Challenges&of&&

Special3Needs&Pets&
&

Franklin&D.&McMillan,&DVM&

Claudia&Perrone&

What are  
“special needs”? 

The first challenge: 
Defining what we’re talking about 
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One term, many definitions: 
 
"Special needs" is an umbrella underneath which a 
staggering array of diagnoses can be wedged. 
 
A diagnosis used to classify children as needing more 
services than those children without special needs 

What&are&“special&needs”&in&children?&&&!

Medical Issues 
Blindness 
Deafness 
Orthopedic conditions 
Cancer 
Heart defects 
Muscular dystrophy 
Cystic fibrosis 
Asthma 
Diabetes 
Cerebral palsy 
Food allergies 
Epilepsy  
Speech or language impairments  
Test positive for HIV 
Obesity 
Terminal illness 

In&children,&what&are&“special&needs"?&&&!

Developmental Issues 
Developmental delays and disabilities 
Autism 
Down syndrome 
Intellectual disabilities 
Mental retardation 

Learning Issues 
Learning disabilities 
Dyslexia  
Profound cognitive impairment 

Mental Health Issues 
Anxiety 
Depression 
Panic attacks 
Feeding and eating disorders 

General Issues 
Prenatal exposure to drugs or alcohol 
Age (older children) 
Have siblings and need to be adopted 
as a group 
Members of ethnic or racial minorities 
History of abuse or neglect 
Any condition that makes it more 
difficult to find an adoptive family  Physical Differences 

Missing limbs 
Dwarfism 
Cleft lips and or palates 
Port wine birth marks 

Behavior Issues 
Don't respond to traditional discipline 
Attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder 
(ADHD)  
Fetal alcohol spectrum disorder 
Tourette syndrome 
Elimination disorders 
Tics 
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General issues 
Prenatal exposure to drugs or alcohol 
Age (older children) 
Have siblings and need to be adopted as a group 
Members of ethnic or racial minorities 
History of abuse or neglect 
Any condition that makes it more difficult to find 
an adoptive family !
Any condition that makes it more difficult to find 
an adoptive family  
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2. What&is&your&defini#on&of&"special&needs"?&&

Most&common&theme&

Requires&care&that&is:&
! &Special,&specialized&
! &More,&extra,&addi#onal,&above&
average&

! &Ongoing&
! &Out3of3the3ordinary&
! &Above&and&beyond&basic&care&needs&&
! &Above&and&beyond&the&ordinary&
rou#ne&that&the&average&home&for&

that&breed&usually&provides!

Describing&a&special3needs&
animal:&
! &An&animal&that&needs&aRen#on&beyond&the&
usual&feeding,&walking,&and&veSng&

! &Something&other&than&the&normal&situa#on&&

! &A&difference&from&a&physically&and&
mentally&healthy&animal& 

! &Not&immediately&obedient,&friendly,&
outgoing,&comfortable&with&people&and&

other&animals&&

! &Other&than&young,&healthy,&friendly&
! &Any&out&of&the&ordinary&physical&or&medical&

condi#on&or&senior&&
! &Any&animal&that&an&adopter&would&not&

take&home&and,&within&a&short&#me&aUer&

acclima#on,&basically&just&play&with,&feed,&
and&look&aUer&daily&in&a&normal&way&!
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First challenge: 
Defining “special needs” 

BOTTOM LINE:  
A precise definition is not that 

important, and doesn’t accomplish 
anything!

“I may not be able to define it, 
but I know it when I see it.” 
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Final point on definition of  
“special needs” 

 
"Special needs" are commonly defined by what a 

child can't do — by milestones unmet, foods 
banned, activities avoided, experiences denied.  

 
These minuses often make "special needs" seem 

like a tragic designation.  
 

Kinds&of&special&needs&

&in&animals&
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Missing limbs, 
Paralyzed 

VISION 
IMPAIRED 
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ELDERLY, 
GERIATRIC 

PIT BULL 

SHY, TIMID, FEARFUL 

AGGRESSIVENESS 

URINARY 
INCONTINENCE 
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MEDICAL CONDITIONS 
NEEDING TREATMENT 

Skin&
allergies&

Chronic&
bowel&

disease&

Diabetes&

Feline&
asthma&

Heartworm&
disease&

MEDICAL CONDITIONS 
NEEDING TREATMENT 

Skin&
allergies&

Chronic&
bowel&

disease&

Diabetes&

Feline&
asthma&

Heartworm&
disease&

The!Brunswick!County!shelter!began!trea6ng!its!heartworm8posi6ve!dogs!six!
months!ago!in!an!effort!to!place!more!animals!in!permanent!homes.!Typically,!
heartworm8posi6ve!dogs!languish!on!adop6on!row,!overlooked!by!poten6al!
adopters,!who!are!reluctant!to!spend!hundreds!of!dollars!on!veterinary!care!!
for!an!animal!they!don't!know.!!
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Quality&of&life&in&
animals&with&

special&needs&

What&makes&up&quality&of&life?!
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Quality of life as a scale of feelings 

High quality of life!

Quality of life as a scale of feelings 
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Quality of life as a scale of feelings 

Low quality of life!

To!understand!the!impact!of!special!
needs!on!quality!of!life!…!

…!We!need!to!know!how!they!
elicit!feelings,!which!feelings,!

and!how!strongly!!
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PLEASANT  
FEELINGS 

UNPLEASANT 
FEELINGS 

Possible effects of special needs  
on feelings of quality of life 

Quality&of&life&in&the&
face&of&disability!

Reminder:&Not&all&special&needs&are&disabili#es&
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On Wed, Nov 9, 2011 at 9:59 PM, Brenda H.  <brenda.zzzzz@gmail.com> wrote: 
  
Dear Dr. McMillan, 
  
I read with great interest your request for stories about the emotions of bonding and affection shown by dogs toward their human companions in the Best Friends newsletter. We have 
three dogs, Ginny - a 2-year old miniature pinscher, Bally- a 4-year old chocolate lab mix, and Sheena - a 4-year old blind and deaf dalmation mix. It gives us great pleasure to share 
some of our experiences with you. At 6 pounds, Ginny is a fireball so full of energy. Her love is expressed largely through her physical affection - her favorite place to be is curled up 
on our laps whether we're on the couch, on the floor, or in bed. She often playfully darts back and forth on your chest, hugging your neck with her arms extended and burying her tiny 
little head into the crease of your neck. It's the cutest! Bally truly is a sweetheart and expresses her love more emotionally. Bally was hurt in recent years in a few dogfights, and since 
her recovery has grown to take on a 'mothering' role with others - for example, she calmly stands watch over the other dogs when outside in the backyard, and she promptly runs to 
your side when she senses you're upset. It's easy to see that she wants everyone to be ok. When she gazes at you with her sweet face and deep brown eyes, it's easy to feel her 
love.  
Sheena, who has been blind and deaf since birth, is unlike any dog we've ever met. In the two years since her rescue, she has really come into her own as a happy, loving dog. 
Sheena loves life - she sunbathes when it's warm out, counter-surfs, goes for walks everyday, is happy playing alone with a tennis ball, loves to lie on her blankie, kisses the others on 
their faces, and happily curls up night after night in a doggy bed that's only half her size. She is gentle and loves to give kisses, often pawing at you for more attention. She seeks you 
out first thing in the morning to make sure she knows where you're at, and she's never far from your side. She's truly one of a kind.  
We love them all beyond words, and we think that feeling is mutual. Thank you for giving us the opportunity to share some of the love in our lives with you. 
  
All the best,  
Brenda H & Mike C 
Santa Fe, NM 
  
On Thu, Nov 10, 2011 at 9:58 AM, Dr. Frank McMillan, Best Friends <dr.frank@bestfriends.org> wrote: 
  
Hi Brenda- 
  
Thanks so much for writing. What cute stories!  In just a few short words you've painted an amazing picture of a house full of love!...If you don't mind, I'd like to ask you about Sheena.  
I write and lecture quite a bit on the subject of quality of life and happiness in animals, and would just like to get your impression of both for Sheena. If you were to score her quality of 
life and happiness levels…on a scale of 0 (lowest possible score) to 10 (highest possible score), what would you give Sheena for scores? 
Thanks very much! 
  
Best, 
Dr. Frank 
   
On Wed, Nov 11, 2011 at 9:59 PM, Brenda H. <brenda.zzzzz@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
Thank you, and I'm so happy to give you any information you seek about Sheena! These are great questions and I'd undoubtedly give her a rating of "10" on both questions. 
  
Best, 
Brenda 

[Owner:] Sheena, who has been blind and deaf since birth, is unlike any dog we've 
ever met. In the two years since her rescue, she has really come into her own as a 
happy, loving dog. Sheena loves life - she sunbathes when it's warm out, counter-
surfs, goes for walks everyday, is happy playing alone with a tennis ball, loves to lie 
on her blankie, kisses the others on their faces, and happily curls up night after night 
in a doggy bed that's only half her size. She is gentle and loves to give kisses, often 
pawing at you for more attention. She's truly one of a kind. 

[Me:] …If you were to score her quality of life and happiness levels on a scale of 
0 (lowest possible score) to 10 (highest possible score), what would you give 
Sheena for scores? 

[Owner:] I’d undoubtedly give her a rating of "10" on both questions. 

The&power&of&
adapta#on!
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A study looked at victims of 
catastrophic spinal cord injury 
leaving them paralyzed from the 
neck down.  
 
When interviewed 10 years after 
their injury, 83% rated their 
current quality of life as either 
good or excellent.  

Happiness, a very closely related concept 
to quality of life, was studied in 70 legally 
blind adult people ranging from 21 to 93 
years of age. 
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The study revealed that…blind persons 
are slightly higher in reported happiness 

than are sighted people… 

In numerous studies, many people report satisfaction in 
situations that the majority of the population believe that they 
would find unbearable.  
 
!  A study of cancer patients who had thought their disease was intolerable early 

in its course later successfully adapted to their health situation.   

!  Quality of life in patients with spinal cord injury has been examined in 
numerous studies that found that “the assumptions of those of us who are 
able-bodied bear little relationship to the realities of life for the people with 
spinal cord injury.”  

!  In a large study of quality of life in people paralyzed from the neck down by 
spinal cord injury: 

“…health care professionals have been found to underestimate significantly the quality 
of life experienced by people with spinal cord injury.”&
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Studies in people have shown that as an individual 
comes to terms with the conditions of long-term 
illness, disability, or emotional trauma, 
psychological changes occur that preserve one's 
life satisfaction, and individuals can judge their 
quality of life as good even when severe limitations 
exist on their physical abilities.  

Adapta#on!

A study of dogs that had become 
paralyzed in their hind legs showed 
that their mental attitudes, as judged 
by their owners, was as good 3 
months after as before the paralysis 
in 85% of the animals.&

In a survey of dog and cat owners whose pet 
had undergone a limb amputation, 100% of 
owners said that after their pet adjusted it was 
as active and happy as it had been before the 
amputation.&

In another study of animals having had 
amputations performed, 100% of pet owners 
reported that their pets led normal lives after 
healing from the surgery. &

In a survey of 50 owners of blind 
dogs, over 50 percent (28 of 50) had 
encountered people who had 
suggested it was unkind to keep a 
blind dog. In this study, the majority 
view of the general public appears to 
be based on a presumption that 
blindness would so negatively affect 
quality of life that keeping such a 
dog alive would be wrong.  

In a third study of pet owner responses to 
amputation for their animal, 100% of those 
whose main objection to the amputation was 
a decrease in the pet’s quality of life later 
stated that their concern was unfounded.&

Adapta#on&in&animals!
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Ben’s&story!

Bill&and&Ben&

"  A!male!Jack!Russell!Terrier!later!named!Ben!
had!been!wandering!homelessly!on!the!rough!
streets!of!Essex,!England!with!his!Jack!Russell!
buddy!later!named!Bill.!!

"  When!they!were!found!and!rescued!from!the!
streets!Ben!had!a!sharp!s6ck!protruding!from!
each!eye!socket.!

"  The!veterinarians!aIending!to!Ben!said!that!
neither!eye!could!be!saved!and!would!have!to!
be!removed.!!With!this!in!addi6on!to!his!
overall!state!of!malnutri6on!and!general!look!
of!ill!health,!the!veterinarians!all!agreed!that!
euthanasia!would!be!the!best!thing!for!Ben.!

Adapta#on&in&animals!

Adopter: "Ben is so happy. He loves 
playing ball. He not only plays tug-of-

war with Bill and our other Jack 
Russell Terrier, but he usually wins. 
He never acts as if he's disabled in 
any way.  I can't imagine him being 

any happier than he is.”  

Bill&and&Ben&

Adapta#on&in&animals!

Ben’s&story!
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!  At!3!years!of!age,!run!over!by!a!car!
and!he!lost!his!leK!rear!leg 

!  At!13!years,!developed!a!malignant!
growth!on!the!leK!front!leg!

!  Caffrey’s!vet!sought!opinions!from!
four!colleagues,!all!said!amputa6on!
shouldn't!be!done!–!that!he’d!be!
unable!to!walk!and!his!life!would!
not!be!worth!living!

 

Caffrey!
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Caffrey!

1.&Any&quality&of&life&judgments&based&on&“I&wouldn’t&want&this&for&myself,”&“I’d&be&
miserable&if&that&were&me,”&and&even&“puSng&yourself&in&their&shoes”&are&

unreliable.&&
&

2.&It’s&because&the&person&making&the&judgment&hasn’t&gone&through&the&process&of&
mental&adapta#on&the&way&the&individual&they’re&assessing&has.&

&

3.&This&is&true&for&quality&of&life&judgments&for&other&humans,&our&future&selves,&and&
animals&we&care&for.&

&

4.&However,&as&powerful&as&adapta#on&is,&it&isn’t&always&complete.&Thus&disabili#es&
may&be&adapted&to&fully,&par#ally,&or,&in&some&cases,&not&at&all.&

&
5.&This&does&not&mean&that&you&shouldn’t&“put&yourself&in&the&animal’s&shoes,”&but&

that&you&should&do&so&with&all&of&these&facts&kept&in&mind.&

What&does&this&all&mean?!
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Restoring&quality&of&life&impaired&
by&special&needs!

Missing&

one&limb!
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Dog Drag Bag 

Paraplegia&

Paralyzed&or&
missing&rear&legs!
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Vision&impairment&

Vision&
impairment&
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Elderly,&geriatric&
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Shy,&#mid,&fearful&

Urinates&and/or&defecates&in&unwanted&places!
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Urinary&
incon#nence&

Obesity&
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FeLV3posi#ve&

Human3directed&aggression!
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How&the&human&sense&of&
jus#ce&and&fairness&influences&

expenditures&on&&

special3needs&animals!

“If an animal from a research facility has been injured or made sick by 
the research, I think most people would want to "correct that injustice" 
even if it means greater responsibility down the road. Dogs from fight 
rings may also have been injured or made sick by the process and 
since no reputable rescue or shelter would adopt out a truly vicious 
dog, I think most people would want to "make it up to the animal" for 
what some other human has done to it.” 

Comment from survey on  
special-needs animals: 
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If&we’re&not&doing&all&we&can&to&save&

special3needs&animals,&it’s&like&we’re&

saying,&“Because&the&animal&isn’t&

perfect,&we’re&not&going&to&be&able&to&

help&him&or&her.”&

The&story&of&Oreo!
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There!was!widespread!
public!outrage!

The!sen6ment:!!
AKer!being!cruelly!abused!and!
trauma6zed,!because!the!animal!
doesn’t!behave!like!a!perfect!angel!

we’re!going!to!take!away!that!
animal’s!life.!It’s!blaming!the!vic6m.!

The&story&of&Oreo!

A!deep!sense!that!the!decision!to!end!Oreo’s!life,!aKer!what!
she!had!been!through,!was!the!height!of!injus6ce.!

The&story&of&Oreo!
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One lesson: 
There is a strong feeling of injustice when 
a special-needs animal does not receive 

everything (and maybe more) that an 
animal without special needs receives. 

Many lessons (and debatable issues) 
from the story of Oreo!
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3.  The next three questions are asking about how the more 
common special needs may influence the chances for the 
animal to be adopted. You will find a list of specific conditions 
or characteristics for cats, then dogs, then both dogs and 
cats. For each condition/characteristic, please check off 
whether you feel that condition would improve the chances for 
adoption, diminish the chances for adoption, or have no effect 
on chances for adoption. 

There&are&2&different&“types”&of&

influences&on&adoptability:&
&

1.&Altered&chances&of&being&adopted&
2.&Altered&#me&wai#ng&to&be&adopted&

DOES&NOT&INCREASE&
CHANCES&OF&

EUTHANASIA&

INCREASES&CHANCES&OF&
EUTHANASIA&
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For cats 

0!

10!

20!

30!

40!

50!

60!

70!

80!

90!

100!

Positive for Feline 
Leukemia Virus (FeLV)  

Positive for Feline 
Immunodeficiency Virus 

(FIV)  

Human-directed 
aggression  

Doesn’t get along with 
other cats (examples: 

aggressive toward, 
picks on, bullies, fights 

with, or terrified of)  

Improve chances for adoption Diminish chances for adoption 
No effect on chances for adoption 

For cats 

0!

10!

20!

30!

40!

50!

60!

70!

80!

90!

100!

Positive for Feline 
Leukemia Virus (FeLV)  

Positive for Feline 
Immunodeficiency Virus 

(FIV)  

Human-directed 
aggression  

Doesn’t get along with 
other cats (examples: 

aggressive toward, 
picks on, bullies, fights 

with, or terrified of)  

0% 0% 0% 0% 

Improve chances for adoption Diminish chances for adoption 
No effect on chances for adoption 
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For cats 

0!

10!

20!

30!

40!

50!

60!

70!

80!

90!

100!

Positive for Feline 
Leukemia Virus (FeLV)  

Positive for Feline 
Immunodeficiency Virus 

(FIV)  

Human-directed 
aggression  

Doesn’t get along with 
other cats (examples: 

aggressive toward, 
picks on, bullies, fights 

with, or terrified of)  

0% 0% 0% 0% 

90% 88% 
81% 

58% 

Improve chances for adoption Diminish chances for adoption 
No effect on chances for adoption 

For cats 

0!

10!

20!

30!

40!

50!

60!

70!

80!

90!

100!

Positive for Feline 
Leukemia Virus (FeLV)  

Positive for Feline 
Immunodeficiency Virus 

(FIV)  

Human-directed 
aggression  

Doesn’t get along with 
other cats (examples: 

aggressive toward, 
picks on, bullies, fights 

with, or terrified of)  

0% 0% 0% 0% 

90% 88% 
81% 

58% 

0% 0% 1% 
13% 

Improve chances for adoption Diminish chances for adoption 
No effect on chances for adoption 
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COMMENTS 
 
!  It's sad but true: If a cat has issues or an illness, then his chances of 

adoption are slim compared to a healthy, happy cat.  

!  I don't believe that people in general are willing to give these pets a 
chance. They care about how sad they will be when and if something 
happens to the pet, not about the good life they can give — and get —
from caring for these guys.  

 
!  I think a lot of this would be improved with better education in general. 

If people had a better idea of how FeLV and FIV impacts the life of a 
cat, they may be more willing to provide them a home.  

For cats 

0!

10!

20!

30!

40!

50!

60!

70!

80!

90!

Human-directed 
aggression  

Doesn’t get along with 
other dogs (examples: 

aggressive toward, 
picks on, bullies, fights 

with, or terrified of)  

Separation anxiety  Resource-guarding 
(Examples: Food 

aggressive, possessive 
of toys or human 

attention)  

Improve chances for adoption Diminish chances for adoption 
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COMMENTS 
 
!  Adopters tend to not apply to adopt dogs that have these issues.  

Even someone who only wants one dog is leery of adopting a dog  
who doesn't like other dogs.  

 

!  Dogs with human-directed aggression can go only to dog-wise people.  
 

!  If they are aggressive toward humans, they should NOT be up for 
adoption!  

 

!  In my opinion, dogs with human-directed aggression should not be 
adopted out It puts more stress on the dog and creates an unsafe 
atmosphere. It has been my experience that aggressive dogs, if they 
are adopted out, sooner or later wind up once again in a shelter, only 
to go through the personal hell they find in a shelter and then are put 
down.  

For dogs 
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For dogs and cats 
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COMMENTS 
 
!  Honestly, many of the above conditions would sadly render a dog unadoptable for us. It’s just 

reality that most adopters do not want to take on an animal with extraordinary needs. Also, many 
people simply are not knowledgeable enough or have the time or financial resources to deal with 
some of these issues.  

 
!  These conditions can make adopters uncomfortable. It seems like most people are looking for a 

“perfect” pet.  

!  I believe that once people are attached emotionally to their pet, they are often willing to treat and 
deal with most, if not all, of these ailments and conditions. However, at the beginning of the 
adoption process, they have not yet bonded with the pet and the thought of starting out with 
these impediments is very scary for the majority of people, many of whom are worried about 
their ability to care for the animal properly or their ability to finance an ongoing and worsening 
condition.  

 
!  There are geriatric cats who do well if they are very old. If they are 10 or so then they don't have 

a good chance, but the very old DO because of the sympathy they can get from adopters.  

!  Time and again, we have seen that there IS a home out there for each and every one of them. 
Some just take longer to find it than others.  

For dogs and cats 

COMMENTS 
 
!  Over the years, I have found that in many cases a physical handicap makes an 

animal MORE adoptable. People feel for the pet.  
 
!  Missing a limb or eye sometimes pulls the sympathy vote, and increases chances of 

adoption. 

!  Some of these animals are not easy to adopt out but there are people drawn to 
them. Blind, deaf, old, diabetes — certain people are drawn to that. 

 
!  We have found that animals missing a limb or shy due to terrible background are 

highly adoptable.  

!  I find that the more kind-hearted want an animal with a missing limb or eye, as their 
heart goes out to them.  

 
!  A dog missing a limb/eye or unable to use a limb/eye has always been easier to 

adopt than a normal dog for us and we have been doing this 31 years. 

For dogs and cats 
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7.   Was&neglected&or&abandoned!
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Adoptability based on past experience 

DEPENDS ON THE EFFECTS  
! I've seen animals in these cases come through the experience without damage and adopted easily. I've 

also seen them come through scarred—it  depends on their behavior following the trauma as to whether 
it affects their chances for adoption.  

! In each case, it depends on the temperament of the survivor. If very friendly, will improve chances for 
adoption; if skittish, either no effect or diminished chances.  

Adoptability based on past experience: 
comments 

OUR ANIMALS 
! As for neglected/abandoned - that describes 60% of our intake – at least abandoned meaning no owner 

seems to give a damn about them. 

MEDIA/PUBLICITY 
! It depends upon how each of these situations are marketed and how much media attention is drawn to it.  
! I believe it depends on how much publicity the pet got. If they made the news in some way, people just 

go nuts wanting it.  

MAKING UP FOR WHAT OTHER HUMANS DID TO THE ANIMAL 
! If an animal from a research facility has been injured or made sick by the research, I think most people 

would want to "correct that injustice" even if it means greater responsibility down the road. Dogs from 
fight rings may also have been injured or made sick by the process and since no reputable rescue or 
shelter would adopt out a truly vicious dog, I think most people would want to "make it up to the animal" 
for what some other human has done to it.  
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8. Have you ever been unable to 
accept an animal into your facility or 
adoption process because of the 
animal's special needs? If so, what 
were the special needs?!

BEHAVIOR 

CONTAGIOUS 
DISEASES 

MEDICAL 

DISABILITY 
OTHER 

BEHAVIOR  
! Aggression to humans or other 
animals (#1) 
! Extreme separation anxiety 
! Serious litter box issues 
! Severe or unstable temperament 
issues 
! Very fearful of human contact 

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES 
! FeLV 
! FIV 
! Animals that may have a 
contagious disease 

OTHER 
! Elderly 
! Feral cats and kittens 
! Abused and neglected dogs 
! Exotic avian species DISABILITY 

! Dog with missing limb 
! Dogs that are blind or both 
deaf and blind 
! Hind-limb paralysis in a very 
large animal 
! Small dogs that require a 
wheelchair 

MEDICAL 
! Severe or extreme medical 
needs – e.g., heartworm 
treatment, expensive surgery 
! Terminal illness 
! Multiple medical issues in 
geriatric animals 
! Autoimmune disease  
! Cats that need medicine daily 
(e.g., diabetic or hyperthyroid) 
! Incontinence 
! Severe Manx syndrome 

Special needs reported by shelters to be a 
reason for not accepting an animal 
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9.&In&your&experience,&what&reasons&do&you&feel&
mo#vate&people&to&adopt&special3needs&animals?&&

10.&In&your&experience,&what&reasons&do&you&feel&
diminish&people's&desire&to&adopt&a&special3needs&
animal?&
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Shelter workers’ views of reasons people adopt 
special needs animals 
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GOOD FEELING OF RESCUING 
!  Definitely the "feel good" aspect of it.  
!  To make themselves feel better inside. Let go of some guilt about one or more they 

couldn't help in the past.  
!  I believe it's normally a desire to help or give a home to an animal who has not or 

will not have a chance at a loving home. Being able to help an "unadoptable" pet 
sometimes just gives a person a good feeling about doing what others can't or won't.  

LESS THAN ALTRUISTIC MOTIVES 
!  Mostly a desire to help, although some seem to like the idea of being needed, or like 

what it does to their image.  
!  mainly I find that it is a person who needs to feel needed and a special needs dog 

will always need them. It fills a need in them to care for the animal.  
!  desire to help an animal who has been treated badly wanting to "rescue" - maybe to 

make themselves feel better or more important  
!  People like the stories behind the rescue. It's as much a "trophy" as it is a way for 

them to feel like they did something extraordinary.  

Comments&

FEELING SORRY FOR THE ANIMAL 
!  I have found people feel sorry for the animal and want to give it all the love 

they feel the animal deserves.  
!  Pity  
!  Desire to help the "underdog."  
!  Most of the people I interact with have adopted a special needs animal 

because they feel sorry for it and want to provide a better life and love than 
the animal has thus far known.  

Comments&

WANT TO HELP THOSE MOST IN NEED 
!  Some people want to help the animals that need help the most.  
!  Some people really do want to provide homes for an animal that will be 

difficult to place otherwise. I've had several instances where people ask 
which cats have been there the longest, or will be the most difficult to adopt 
out. They will then spend time getting to know those cats, and make their 
choice as they see fit.  
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WANT AN ANIMAL WITH SAME SPECIAL NEEDS THEY 
THEMSELVES HAVE 
!  Some will adopt an animal that has an issues similar to themselves.  

Comments&

PRIOR EXPERIENCES WITH SPECIAL NEEDS ANIMALS 
!  Previous positive experience with a special needs pet.  
!   Having had contact with a SN cats in the past, i.e. person whose cat 

passes away that was diabetic may seek out another one to help.  

NOT FOCUSING ON THE SPECIAL NEEDS 
!  Because they don't see that animal as "special needs“…they see it as their 

new best friend.  

0! 10! 20! 30! 40! 50! 60! 70! 80! 90!

Reduced lifespan of special needs animal 

Would worry too much about the animal's well-
being or quality of life 

Poses too high of a risk to the health and safety of 
people 

Poses too high of a risk to health and safety of 
other animals 

Extra time and work involved in the care of the 
animal 

Extra costs involved in the special care 

6% 

21% 

24% 

25% 

66% 

82% 

Shelter workers’ views of reasons people avoid 
adopting a special needs animal 
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SUBSIDIZED ADOPTION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM FOR 
SPECIAL NEEDS CHILDREN 
Federal and state programs offer financial assistance to adoptive parents 
for special care and services that the child needs. Financial assistance is 
offered to help families overcome barriers to adopting that exist due to the 
costs of adoption.&

COMMENTS 
 
! Many people just want an animal that is easy and cute!  
 
! Most people want a pet who is "normal."  
 
! Because they aren’t "perfect."  
 
! Concerned how it looks to peers, like what brand of jeans they have on.  
 
! I think it's just kind of scary for some people to have a pet who's truly THAT reliant on them for 

needs that the average pet isn't.  
 
! Sometimes it makes people feel uncomfortable.  
 
! The worry that they don't KNOW how to care for or socialize an unsocialized or shy cat, or for a 

chronically ill cat (e.g., diabetic or renal disease cat) 
 
! They don't have the patience.  
 
! Not knowing how the condition will progress.  
 
! Getting attached to a pet that, due to its condition, may not survive as long as another night.  
 
! You get attached and then they die. 
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!  Wish there was a way to get out the POSITIVE about adopting Special Need 
critters. Articles in dog magazines are preaching to the choir, it needs to be 
mass communication—radio, TV, newspapers, SCHOOLS  

 

!  We try to show by example that all the cats in our program are equally 
"worthy" of finding a forever home even if one didn't have back paws or one 
had a terminal illness that would one day take his life. Our adopters understand 
that and they want to be part of our rescue-journey.  

 

!  As a small rescue, we encourage all our adopters to keep in touch with us and 
their new "best friend", interestingly enough, the ones who have adopted a 
special needs pet do so the most.  

 

!  Sadly in areas outside of Southern CA, people are more willing to adopt 
special needs rescue dogs. In Southern CA with so many healthy dogs readily 
available, our special needs dogs are not adopted. It would be wonderful if we 
could transfer some our dogs to areas with a shortage of small rescue dogs.  

“Any final comments?”!

!  I am learning as I go along. Really didn't expect the older diabetic cat to be 
such a big hit, but he was.  

 

!  I was at the _________ Humane Society as a volunteer for the Hurricane 
Katrina effort. HUNDREDS of people came to rescue the animals available, 
rescued from the flood. We considered (only for a moment!!) moving non New 
Orleans dogs into the rescue room since there were not enough dogs for the 
people who wanted to help. The donations of time, crates, money were 
incredible. The animals can't fend for themselves, people wanted to help in any 
way they could. Being a hero is powerful.  

 

!  People are much more likely to adopt very sweet, outgoing animals, no matter 
what may be wrong with them. Shy cats (we deal pretty much exclusively with 
cats) are very hard to get people interested in.  

 

!  Unfortunately, too many people want a "perfect" pet. Luckily for many animals, 
a special needs pet IS the perfect pet.  

 

!  I have found that special needs animals have an unusual gift to give back.  

“Any final comments?”!
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